ABSTRACT

RONI SONJAYA (135010014) THE ROLE OF LEARNING PPKN IN IMPROVING DISCIPLINE STUDENTS IN SMPN 26 BANDUNG (research analytical descriptive qualitative in improving discipline from the classroom VIII SMPN 26 Bandung)

The current or it can be said era of globalization Indonesian experienced wretchedness moral or decrease in moral toward negative and also waning values wisdom the people, this occurred in SMPN 26 Bandung, where most of the many students who perform indisclipline like a truant school, longish hair, have my feet that are no appropriate (short), wear pants tight, not wearing a belt, not carrying hats, overseep, a fight and others. The actions made unease in the vicinity of the school.

This study attempts to know how far the role of learning PPKn in improving discipline students. Methods used by researchers namely research methodology descriptive analytical qualitative. The sample uses the method triangulation, with the number of sample 35 respondents.

The results of the study show that learning PPKn in SMPN 26 Bandung can increase discipline students, because the outcome of the findings there is a difference in discipline before and after learning PPKn. Before follow learning the students lack of awareness of the importance of discipline in learning, lack of confidence, lack of attitude maturity, there was a penalty against good governance school while after undertaking learning PPKn students have better knowledge about the importance of discipline in the life of, have confidence is high, is authority, good governance school most always peremptory and implemented. So how the importance of education pancasila and citizenship in improving discipline students.
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